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Introduction 

    Stories of the 'monster under the bed', refer to an embodiment of our worst fears and denials 

amalgamated into physical from. The monster is a prominent figure whose attributes of terror are 

recognized in adult and child literature alike. It is used ceaselessly to represent fears, anxieties, and to 

warn us of the unpleasantries of existence, as well as also standing as a consequence of ignoring 

forewarnings. The monsters in the texts I will examine embody these associations, and I will use them 

to expand the monster’s function as a societal, and ideological representation.   

    This project will examine the significance of the monster and the monstrous in Colston 

Whitehead’s Zone One,1 and N.K Jemisin’s The City We Became.2 The difference between the 

monster and the monstrous is an important distinction for the function of the project. The ‘monster’ is 

defined as a frightening being that exhibits extreme cruelty and therefore creates terror and fear.3 

‘Monstrous’ is defined as something with the characteristics or nature of a monster: hideous, 

frightening, or inhumanly wicked4. This project will use ‘the monstrous’ as a collective term for all 

that have monstrous characteristics. It can be, but is not necessarily, a physical monster. Using these 

literal definitions and distinctions, I will explore the implications of the monstrous when understood 

figuratively, as a representation or metaphor. The monstrous as this representative trope is understood 

by critics as having a multitude of meanings and significances.  

    In the course of this project, I will explore how the monstrous becomes a tool for representation, 

criticism, speculation, and social expression. Inspired by critics such as Niall Scott and essays in his 

edited book Monsters and the Monstrous: Myths and Metaphors of Enduring Evil,5 along with Jeffrey 

 
1 Colston Whitehead, Zone One, (London: Harvill Secker, 2011). 
2 N.K. Jemisin, The City We Became, (Great Britain: Orbit, 2020).  
3 ‘Monster’ in The Oxford English Dictionary [online], Oxford University Press. 

<https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/121738?isAdvanced=false&result=1&rskey=hNxSFg& > [accessed 15 

March 2022]. 
4 ‘Monstrous’ in The Oxford English Dictionary [online], Oxford University Press. 

<https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/121759?redirectedFrom=monstrous&> [accessed 15 March 2022]. 
5 Monsters and the Monstrous: Myths and Metaphors of Enduring Evil, ed. by Niall Scott (Amsterdam: BRILL, 

2007). 

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/121738?isAdvanced=false&result=1&rskey=hNxSFg&
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/121759?redirectedFrom=monstrous&
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Cohen’s Monster Theory,6 I will evaluate the significance of the monster as a trope considering its 

compositional context. Influenced by Kevin Alexander's criticism that sees the monster as able to 

'transgress boundaries',7 I will demonstrate that the monster is simultaneously part of fantasy and 

]non-fiction. I will argue that this societal significance is cultivated through the monstrous' fantasy 

licence for hyperbole, position concerning 'the other', innate association to terror, and its 

recognizability as a trope that instils fear. I will explore how these characteristics allow the literary 

monster to be gauge of societal apprehensions, as well as provide sophisticated speculation on 

unpleasant realities. Combining this with an exploration of its position as a part of but apart from, I 

will argue that the monstrous is used as the perfect figure to comment on and observe humanity. 

    This project is divided into four chapters. Chapter one outlines the texts’ genres and narrative styles 

and how these can be displays of the monstrous’ abilities, such as conveying a warning or 

discomfort.8 Chapter two explores the hybridity of humanity and the monstrous, and how each is a 

part of the other. Chapter three considers how the monstrous examines economic societal structures, 

such as capitalism and class. Finally, Chapter four tackles how the monstrous is racially coded and 

how the monster relates to the figure of 'the other'. Specifically, this chapter likens the work of 

Mbembe on the 'post colony', to the depictions and associations of the zombie monster with 

destruction, death and an 'alienated self'.9 This chapter also examines the influence and presence of 

H.P Lovecraft’s legacy and work in Jemisin’s monster metaphor.  

 

 

 

 
6 Monster Theory: Reading Culture, ed. by Jeffrey Cohen (Ebook Central: University of Minnesota Press, 

1996), <https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/leeds/detail.action?docID=310376.> [accessed 10 February 

2022]. 
7 Kevin Alexander, ‘‘Ontological anxiety made Flesh: The Zombie in Literature, Film and Culture’ in Monsters 

and the Monstrous: Myths and Metaphors of Enduring Evil, ed. by Niall Scott (Amsterdam: BRILL, 2007) p. 

40. 
8 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous. 
9 Achille Mbembe, On the Post colony, (California: University of California Press, 2001). 

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/leeds/detail.action?docID=310376.
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Summary of Texts and Explanations of Terms 

    In The City We Became, as a great city comes to life, it chooses a human avatar. This avatar 

represents, guides and defends the city at birth and against The Enemy that attacks at this crucial 

moment. In the text, whilst the New York avatar lies weakened from battle, the five culturally unique 

borough avatars, born from the diversity of New York, fight The Enemy. The Enemy is the in-text 

representation of the monstrous and adheres to definitions of the monster as frightening and evil. It 

also obeys the monster’s ability to speculate and represent our deepest fears in a space without real 

penalty – the fiction genre. The Enemy attempts to destroy the city and its representative avatars by 

employing the forces of oppression and tyrannical power in its invasion. Jemisin conceptualizes a city 

under siege from what is to the public, an invisible, ideological, but nonetheless destructive, darkness. 

To the avatars, The Enemy manifests as a tentacled Lovecraftian beast, a typical horror monster, or as 

its human avatar, The Woman in White. The genre-typical monstrousness of the tentacled beast 

allows the related, more metaphorical human avatar to be examined under the same definition. The 

aesthetically Lovecraftian alien monster spreads anger onto whatever it touches, and the Woman in 

White is openly inspired by Lovecraftian tropes. They battle the city through classist and racist 

strategies. The writing of The Enemy makes this monster a morally evil force, with hatred at the core 

of its power. The Enemy is racism, gentrification, white supremacy, and even homophobia, and it uses 

hatred and proximity with oppressive and extremist groups to strengthen its advantage and influence. 

It is met and fought with the powers of teamwork and the multicultural unity of the borough avatars 

that confront what it represents.  

 

    In Zone One, society collapsed on 'Last Night' due to the outbreak of an inexplicable plague that has 

infested the world. Cities are overrun with 'skels', the in-text nickname for dangerous zombies, and 

'stragglers', a zombie variation who seem stuck in a loop of repeated and mindless tasks. Under direction 

from the new-formed government in Buffalo, the army has cleared spaces amongst the skels for camps, 

the most recent project being New York, starting with 'Zone One': Manhattan. Sweeper teams clear 

skels from the zone in the hopes of setting up a new camp. The plot follows the sweepers Kaitlyn, Gary, 
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and Mark Spitz. Whitehead prioritizes the monotony of time over the intensity of the genre. Time and 

care are taken over descriptions and narrational monologues that ponder the current situation. The text, 

therefore, lends itself to a close examination of the monsters. A reader cannot help but ponder the skels 

and their past or current existence along with Mark, encouraged by long sentences and lack of urgent 

action in the text. The zombies can be examined as monstrous because they harbour multiple human 

fears, such as the fear of a powerful collective, a fear of mortality, and a fear of destruction.10 The text 

and its monsters are filled with social commentary as the almost-humans allow them to reflect on what 

makes a human, and the almost-society allows them to reflect on what society is, was and will be.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10 Leo Braudy, Haunted: On Ghosts, Witches, Vampires, Zombies, and Other Monsters of the Natural and 

Supernatural Worlds (USA: Yale University Press, 2016). 
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1. Monstrous Genres and Narratives  

    Scott’s definition of the monstrous, which he links with its Latin origin of ‘monere’ and ‘monstere’, 

demonstration and warning respectively, enables us to categorize a narrative accordingly.11 By nature, 

an apocalypse or dystopian narrative is undoubtedly both of these things. They warn of and 

demonstrates the demise of humanity through its hyperbolic genre. Under Scott’s definition, the plots 

and narratives of Zone One and The City We Became themselves, can be explored as monstrous. Peter 

Dendle reads that 'apocalypsism has always been engrained into the archetypal psyche of any society 

defining itself…in the context of history and time'.12 The monster, therefore, is an integral figure of 

society shaping itself. If a population writes itself into their monsters, the monster is significant as a 

gauge of the society that spawns them. In the hyperbolic narratives of the texts, the monstrous 

demonstrates social anxieties and warns of allowing anxieties to play out without intervention. The 

catalyst creating a dystopia and apocalypse can be examined as monstrous, as something that is 

widely feared.  

    Scott sees the monster as not only a metaphor, 'but in a strong sense an accurate description of 

features of a world we are not altogether comfortable living in’.13 This mirrors Mark’s memory of his 

father defining apocalypse as ‘it means that in the future, things will be even worse than they are 

now.’14 The significance of the monstrous lies in the way it is already embedded into society. 

Apocalypse and dystopia are simply hyperbolized versions of the current society. Both authors use 

their monstrous to do this, and to reflect on the dystopic reality of real-life society. An end-of-the-

world apocalypse scenario epitomizes the idea that things can suddenly change and highlights the 

precariousness of human existence.  

 
11 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p. 1.  
12 Dendle, Peter, ‘The Zombie as a Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, in Monsters and the Monstrous: Myths and 

Metaphors of Enduring Evil, ed. by Niall Scott (Amsterdam: BRILL, 2007) 45-57, p. 54.  
13 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p. 5. 
14 Whitehead, Zone One, p.120. 
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    Connecting Zone One with its time of creation, Leif Sorensen writes that ‘uncertainty regarding the 

future permeated the cultural and political context in which Zone One appeared’15 due to its context in 

the wake of the 2008 financial crash. Characteristics of the apocalypse such as pessimism and 

uncertainty epitomize the societal and fiscal attitudes of the years leading to the text’s publication. An 

apocalyptic narrative is symptomatic of an uncertain society because it is an expression of anxiety 

surrounding the precariousness of current systems. It also harbours the fear that humanity is unable to 

prepare for the worst. The monstrous world of Zone One is used as a vehicle to harbour this sense of 

nihilistic crisis that permeated the collective consciousness that Sorensen writes about. Specifically, 

Whitehead's apocalypse is drawing attention to the discomforts and telling signs of crisis lurking in 

the existing society. 

    The City We Became uses the monstrous to create a sci-fi dystopia that speculates about a world in 

crisis due to forces such as hatred, racism and bigotry. Jemisin imagines a world that is destroyed by 

such characteristics, making them monstrous. Showing that reality is written into her fantasy, Jemisin 

sees that society, ‘is and remains a dystopia. Dystopia is in the eye of the beholder’,16. At the novel’s 

time of composition, dystopic events regarding hatred and racism were becoming widely publicised 

and common. CNN reports that 2020 was 'The Year That America Confronted Racism', drawing 

attention to particular cultural milestones such as the climax of anger regarding police brutality, the 

need for Black Lives Matter, an increase in anti-Asian violence due to COVID-19, and the consistent 

presence of Trump and his ideologies.17 It is therefore significant that her monster’s ‘superpower is 

magic xenophobia’18 that spreads hatred. It thrives in and works to create harmful divisions to 

 
15Leif Sorensen, ‘Against the Post-Apocalyptic: Narrative Closure in Colson Whitehead’s ‘Zone One.’ 

Contemporary Literature, 55. 3 (2014) 559–92 (p. 560) <http://www.jstor.org/stable/43297975.> [accessed 8 

November 2021]. 
16 Jessica Hurley, ‘N. K. Jemisin, "An Apocalypse is a Relative Thing: An Interview with N. K. Jemisin’ 

ASAP/Journal, 3.3 (2018) 467-477 (p. 476) 

<https://go.openathens.net/redirector/leeds.ac.uk?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/apocalypse-

is-relative-thing-interview-with-n-k/docview/2447127189/se-2?accountid=14664> [accessed 16 January 2022].  
17 Chavez, Nicole, ‘2020: The year America confronted racism’, CNN, 

https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2020/12/us/america-racism-2020/ [accessed 16 January 2022]. 
18 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 415.  

http://www.jstor.org/stable/43297975
https://go.openathens.net/redirector/leeds.ac.uk?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/apocalypse-is-relative-thing-interview-with-n-k/docview/2447127189/se-2?accountid=14664
https://go.openathens.net/redirector/leeds.ac.uk?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/apocalypse-is-relative-thing-interview-with-n-k/docview/2447127189/se-2?accountid=14664
https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2020/12/us/america-racism-2020/
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increase its power. The text and the monster are products and reflections of continuing racial tensions 

in America and worldwide.  

    Using the general narratives as a foundation, I will examine the extent to which the fictional 

monster is a part of and a reflection of social contexts throughout the examination of the text. Because 

of its lack of boundaries due to being a fantastical concept, the monstrous is a space in which the 

plausible and implausible can be played with. The monstrous in the form of the apocalypse and 

dystopia is a canvas onto which conceivable anxieties can be imposed. It can be utilized as a space for 

the plausible to manifest. What an author believes to be permissible gives insight into the society that 

spawns the literature, meaning the monstrous' significance lies in its ability to be a gauge of cultural 

anxieties. 
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2. Monstrous Humanity 

    The monstrous can be read as inescapably part of the human condition and vice versa. The monster 

as a 'creature which is…part human',19 means that the two are interconnected. The zombie is the 

epitome of this relationship, with its human appearance but inhuman nature. The zombie sits in the 

uncanny valley.20 Here sits the human not-quite-human, forcing questioning and therefore reflection 

on humanity, assumed superiority, and existence. What is it that separates the human from the 

monster, now the monster looks just like us? Wade Davis sees that 'the fear…is not of the zombie, but 

rather of becoming a zombie.’21 A frightening aspect of this monster, therefore, is its closeness to the 

human. The zombie specifically is seen by Dendle as a figure that is 'increasingly nihilistic. It is the 

sign of a…society lacking in broader spiritual or communal purpose, left to the impulses of its 

unchecked power and its desires for consumption.’22 Commonly characterized by violent urges, 

insatiable consumption and mindless destruction, the zombie stands as a figure of daily monstrosities 

found in human existence. Humanity is ecologically destroying the planet, waging wars, and causing 

catastrophe through incessant greed. Abusing power in this way relates the human species to the 

zombie through shared violence, destruction, inconsiderate consumption, and terror. 

    Relating humanity to its monstrous side is done in both texts. Mark believes that 'The 

townspeople…were the real monsters. It was the business of the plague to reveal our family members, 

friends and neighbours as the creatures they had always been…the secret murderers, dormant rapists, 

latent fascists'.23 This is similar to Jemisin’s exploration of humanity and her monster. The monstrous 

serves as both a mirror and a catalyst to the monstrous side of humanity that is always present. 

Jemisin explores the monstrous as something inseparable from the human. In accordance with thus, 

Cohen sees that ‘the categories "human" and "monster" are concipient, mutually constitutive, 

 
19 ‘Monster’, OED [online].  
20, Masahiro Mori, ‘The Uncanny Valley: The original essay by Masahiro Mori." IEEE Robots (2017) trans. by 

Karl F. MacDorman and Norri Kageki <https://web.ics.purdue.edu/~drkelly/MoriTheUncannyValley1970.pdf> 

[accessed 31 March 2022]. 
21 Wade Davis, Passage of Darkness: The Ethnobiology of the Haitian Zombie (Chapel Hill: University of North 

Carolina Press, 1988) p. 191.  
22 Dendle, ‘The Zombie as a Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, p. 54. 
23 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 197. 

https://web.ics.purdue.edu/~drkelly/MoriTheUncannyValley1970.pdf
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monstrously hybrid.’24 The monster being part-human in The City We Became speaks to this 

hybridity. R’lyeh (The Woman in White), faces the avatars towards the end of the text, and threatens 

‘come, then…let me show you what lurks in the spaces where nightmares dare not tread,’25 referring 

to the horrors that already lie in the city. 'Lurks' suggests something concealed within that is obscured 

but still a part of. The Enemy knows that monstrosities lie within the cruel people of the city waiting 

to be used for its hateful aim. This supports Cohen's notion that 'we live in a time of monsters',26 

where this hybridity of the human to its monstrous side is either exploited or overt. Defined as ‘a 

person…exhibiting such extreme cruelty or wickedness as to appear inhuman; a monstrous example 

of evil’27 a monster is not necessarily a fantasy creature, and instead can be seen as a reality. It is 

significant that the most powerful embodiment of the monster, the Woman in White, is a human. 

Using humans as the most dangerous embodiment of the evil in the text shows that we don't have to 

go into fantasy to find dangerous monsters. The monstrous does not have to be a flesh-eating or 

destructive being, because powerful concepts and ideologies can be just as harmful and terrifying. 

Jemisin imagines a pandemic of hatred that is spread and orchestrated by monsters: human and 

fantastical. 

    The unity of monster and human hatred are fused further by Christian Holub who sees that ‘The 

Enemy (the monster) disguises themself in human form as white gentrifiers and alt-right racists.'28 

These figures become one with the monster through this disguise and their adoption of the monster's 

cruelty. Jemisin is overtly calling such people monsters, both as satire and warning. The shapeshifting 

between human and monster shows the two as interchangeable and supports the Woman in White's 

belief that 'cruelty is in human nature'29 waiting to be exploited. The ‘Proud Men of New York’ and 

their chant ‘it’s okay to be a white man’30 are an amalgamated stock representation of dangerous far-

right groups that embody bigoted cruelty. They speak to a harmful discourse adopted by extremist 

 
24 Cohen, Monster Theory, p. xi.  
25 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 391.  
26 Cohen, Monster Theory, p. viii.  
27 ‘Monster’, OED [online]. 
28 Christian Holub, ‘How N.K. Jemisin's The City We Became Came to Be’, Entertainment Weekly 

<https://ew.com/books/nk-jemisin-city-we-became-influences/ > [accessed 12 October 2021]. 
29 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 233. 
30 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 379.  

https://ew.com/books/nk-jemisin-city-we-became-influences/
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groups about the erasure of the white male that inspires transphobia, islamophobia, racism, 

antisemitism, and misogyny.31 The Proud Men and their parade, orchestrated by The Woman in 

White, is the in-text reflection of this. This group’s proximity to the monster of the text means they 

are a non-fictional representation of the monster’s wickedness. They are the real monster.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 Anti-Defamation League, Glossary of Extremism, <https://extremismterms.adl.org/search> [accessed 16 

March 2022].  
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3. Capitalism, Class, and Monsters 

    The monstrous’ relation to humanity can be explored further by relating it to humanity’s broader 

structures. Extensive criticism that sees the zombie as a nearly endless source of metaphors to theorize 

the ravages of capitalism32 is evidence of the monster metaphor being used as a reflective tool.33  The 

zombie figure’s association with labour and workforce is a widely reached consensus in zombie 

media criticism in general,34 and this metaphor is continued in Zone One. Whitehead uses his 

monsters and their world to critique and comment on capitalism and the capitalist system.   

    Strombeck writes that 'the novel's pre-plague world is saturated with…all-absorbing market 

capitalism.'35 The destructive and undesirable side of all-absorbing market capitalism is critiqued 

through the zombie apocalypse's likeness to the world pre-apocalypse. The zombie ties attributes of 

capitalism and itself, such as insatiable consumption, with global catastrophe. Whitehead is able 

‘critique human existence’36 to do this, by likening the skel to the person it used to be. With skels 

‘bent over the hood of a copying machine’,37 their existence a loop of 'repeated gestures'38 and stuck at 

their place of work, the narrative seamlessly slips between a satire of workers and a description of 

skels alike. Whitehead uses these merged and mirror-like descriptions to critique the capitalist-

influenced human existence. He associates this existence with the existence of a half-dead 

monotonous monster that is destroying its world. The skels and stragglers embody a pointless and 

aimless existence governed by unsatisfied urges and unimportant tasks, leaving a reader to decide if 

this is far removed from human existence. The text continually makes a reader ask, 'in the apocalypse, 

what if this is what I become?' and responds 'what if you already have?'. A society of brain-wiped, 

scratched-record, half-dead beings working for no use, ironically also resembles the world that Mark 

describes pre-disaster.  

 
32 Andrew Strombeck, ‘Zone One’s Reanimation of 1970s New York’ Studies in American Fiction, 44.2 (2017) 

259-280 <Doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1353/saf.2017.0011> [accessed 20 October 2021] p. 271. 
33 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p. 1.  
34 Sorenson, ‘Against the Post-Apocalyptic’.   
35 Strombeck, ‘Zone One’s Reanimation of 1970’s New York’, p. 268. 
36 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p. 1. 
37 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 49.  
38 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 50.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1353/saf.2017.0011
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    By emphasizing the skel pre-zombification, a reader may see elements of themselves or their life in 

them. Peter Dendle sees the zombie as 'a soulless hunk mindlessly working at the bidding of another, 

thus records a residual communal memory of slavery; a life of living without dignity or meaning.'39 

As a slave to a higher power, their likeness to the worker deepens, again making a reader question 

what of themselves they see in the monsters. Stragglers and skels often returning to their places of 

work supports this idea of the workers’ and the skels’ ‘residual memory of slavery.’ When Mark 

shoots the man at the ‘fry station of the big burger chain’ out of ‘general principles’40 perhaps he 

wishes to end this man’s suffering that has extended beyond death, perhaps he is trying to destroy 

what the man represents to him about himself and his past life. His disgust at ‘choosing’ fry duty ‘out 

of the abundance of a life’41 critiques Mark’s attitude and the system that created it. It explores one’s 

value as bound up with one's place in the capitalist system. The man will not have chosen this job due 

to economic and class-based factors, just as he has not chosen it for himself in the afterlife. In both, he 

is at the bidding of factors outside of his control. Dendle writes: 'Zombification is the logical 

conclusion of human reductionism: it is to reduce a person to the body, to reduce behaviour to basic 

motor functions, and to reduce social utility to raw labour.'42 This could be said about the unvalued 

worker. The zombie monster, taking Dendle's definition of zombification, is likened to an 

undervalued, overworked employee. In sweatshop work, a horrific result of capitalism, people are 

reduced to their motor functions and treated as no more than raw labour. Have some workers, 

therefore, become so unvalued that they are zombified? Reducing workers to their motor functions for 

repetitive work and profit and not valuing anything else results in insufficient pay or foul working 

conditions. Whitehead uses his monster to draw similarities between terrifying fiction and societal 

realities.  

    Mark has a pessimistic view of life before Last Night, now that he knows how the world ends up. 

'The dead had paid their mortgages on time…graduated with admirable GPA's…judiciously 

 
39 Dendle, ‘The Zombie as a Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, p.46. 
40 Whitehead, Zone One, p.49.   
41 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 49.  
42 Dendle, ‘The Zombie as a Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, p. 48.  
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apportioned their 401(k)s across diverse sectors according to the wisdom of their dead licensed 

financial advisors',43 but the narrative shows this was not to save them from the horrors of Last Night. 

Last Night emphasizes a certain event that rendered these preparations futile, speaking to the 2008 

crash. Trillions of dollars were lost in retirement savings,44 and millions of Americans lost what 

should have been a solid investment: their homes, due to mortgage foreclosures.45  Financial 

preparations in both the text and the society that the text came from are rendered useless. Those that 

completed this monotonous list were victims of the same monstrosity as those that had not. To link 

the crash to the monsters of Zone One further, bailouts given to banks from taxpayers’ money 

characterised the bankers as greedy and incompetent in media and social opinion.46 Ruin caused by a 

characterized greedy figure, recovered by the work of the general public, can be likened to the skel 

and sweeper relationship. This makes Whitehead's zombie monsters part of a societal commentary 

that is intrinsically political. Greedy monsters have made hard-earnt preparation and future 

safeguarding useless in the face of disaster.  

    Furthering the significance of the zombie monster, the skels, and the world of Zone One, allow for 

class examinations. There is criticism that sees the presence of the zombie as creating a post-class 

world,47 summarized in Zone One as there is ‘a single Us now, reviling a single Them.’48 Such a 

world would be one without divisions or disparities, where hierarchy and prejudice belong to the past. 

The zombie monster can unite all human identity as 'self', and the antithetical monster as 'other'. This 

contrasts with a current society where the individual is the self, and people differing from the self in 

class, race, or appearance are 'the other'. Everyone is equalized as they face the monster. In this way, 

the presence of the monster re-orders society. Those with superiority because of their position, 

postcode, or financial situation, now find themselves facing a monster that doesn’t value or fear these 

 
43 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 25. 
44 Tara Clarke, ‘2008 Stock Market Crash Causes and Aftermath’, Money Morning 

<https://moneymorning.com/2015/06/26/2008-stock-market-crash-causes-and-aftermath/> [accessed 4 April 

2022]. 
45 John Cassidy, ‘The Real Cost of the 2008 Financial Crisis’, The New Yorker 

<https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/09/17/the-real-cost-of-the-2008-financial-crisis> [accessed 4 

April 2022]. 
46 Cassidy, ‘The Real Cost of the 2008 Financial Crisis’.  
47 Sorenson, ‘Against the Postapocalyptic’, p. 572. 
48 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 231. 

https://moneymorning.com/2015/06/26/2008-stock-market-crash-causes-and-aftermath/
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/09/17/the-real-cost-of-the-2008-financial-crisis
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human symbols of power. In this way, the zombie monster is likened to the society that spawned the 

text. The events of 2008 also altered society in unforeseen ways. In the following years, the jobless 

rate in America steadily increased until 2010.49 Many were made redundant, and those with savings 

and investments lost these assets. The removal of steady jobs and loss of savings, as well as making 

the public generally poorer, reorders the class structure and the economic makeup of society. This 

reordering is echoed in Zone One. The text implies that Kaitlyn was upper- or middle-class pre-

disaster, with judgments about 'welfare cheats'50 and other lower-class stereotypes. Yet the presence of 

the monstrous skels has taken away what she based her position on. She no longer lives in an affluent 

neighbourhood with a steady job, instead is a 'working-class' sweeper, living amongst the half-dead. 

This levelling or restructuring capability of the monstrous comes from a society that was experiencing 

similar uprooting and uncertainty, speculating on and critiquing systems and beliefs that proved futile.  

    However, despite the theoretical unifying of all of humanity through the monstrous, the world of 

Zone One cannot escape class relations and structures. The zombie is often read by critics as 

economically significant due to its position as a figure of the 'underclass.’51 As an underclass figure 

that has overrun cities, the zombie monster ‘evokes the specific legacy of politicians and business 

leaders who wanted to clear the city of undesirables.’52 This is the plot and driving force of Zone One 

and makes the zombies unavoidably linked to class narratives. Relating to something ‘unnatural’ or 

‘deformed’, the monster is tied to an association with ‘wrongness’.53 Its innate undesirability allows 

the monstrous to function as a mirror to personal politics or values. When looking at the skels, Mark 

notes that ‘each saw something different’54. When Kaitlyn sees them, she sees ‘dead beat dads and 

welfare cheats, single moms incessantly breeding’,55 which are all harmful stereotypes of the lower or 

working-class particularly in cities. To Kaitlyn, the zombie-monster is representative of the 

'underclass' that she believes is the problem with, and the problem of, society. Kaitlyn’s zombies are 

 
49 Kimberly Amadeo, ‘Unemployment Rate by Year Since 1929 Compared to Inflation and GDP’, The Balance 

<https://www.thebalance.com/unemployment-rate-by-year-3305506> [accessed 4 April 2022]. 
50 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 213.  
51 Strombeck, ‘Zone One’s Reanimation of 1970’s New York’, p. 260.  
52 Strombeck, ‘Zone One’s Reanimation of 1970’s New York’, p. 272.  
53 ‘Monster’, OED [online]. 
54 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 213. 
55 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 213. 

https://www.thebalance.com/unemployment-rate-by-year-3305506
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unavoidably linked to the ‘clearing the undesirables’ political legacy. To her ‘they need to be 

terminated’,56 making it unclear whether ‘they’ is the skels or the people they were. Gary, however, 

sees them as ‘the proper citizens’ that had ‘condemned’ and ‘excluded’ him and his brothers all his 

life. ‘The homeroom teachers and assistant principals, the neighbours…who called to bitch about the 

noise.’57 As a lower-class pre-plague, in the new world, again, Gary is defending himself and making 

his way in a world that doesn't function in his favour. This time, however, Gary is finally feeling a 

sort of superiority over those who have 'lost' and become skels. 'Where were their rules now, their 

judgments, their condescending smiles?'58 Both characters destroy the zombies not because of what 

they are but because of what they represent, making them more significant as a metaphor than 

themselves. Due to their legacy of extermination, the zombie monster allows for a character to bestow 

on them what they think should be cleared and removed from society.  

    As well as clearing the city of these undesirables, working amongst the zombies means the 

sweepers have a sort of zombie existence too, despite their efforts to clear them. Mark and his team 

are at one with the skels, living and working amongst them and in their world, making them lower 

class. As the lower-class undesirables, they will eventually be removed to make way for Buffalo too. 

Even in the text itself, the zombie finds its mirror in humanity. Despite doing the dangerous manual 

labour, the sweepers are last in the hierarchy. ‘Priorities: First Buffalo got what they needed, then the 

military...civilian population…finally the sweepers.’59 This creates an undeniable class structure that 

Whitehead is framing as objectively unfair but impossible to separate from humanity as we have 

created it. Whilst theoretically everyone should be equal in the face of the monstrous as I have 

explored, Zone One examines what concepts and structures are ingrained into human existence. 

Sorenson sees Zone One as a ‘commentary on the possible future of…capitalism, the nation, and 

uncertainty.’60 In the face of collapse and uncontrollable chaos, Whitehead explores what concepts 

and ideologies humanity relies on and that has become humanity itself. The presence of the monstrous 

 
56 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 214. 
57 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 213. 
58 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 213. 
59 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 18. 
60 Sorenson, ‘Against the Postapocalyptic’, p. 560. 
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speculates how humanity will always find a way to order itself to achieve the most 'efficient' method, 

making capitalist ideology even permeate global chaos. The monstrous, particularly the zombie and 

apocalypse monster, can be a commentary on the unavoidability and prominence of capitalism, even 

after the world has collapsed. Risking their lives to clear the zone so that Buffalo can move in shows 

the sweepers as less valued than those in the higher ranks. Gary often has grumblings of a sort of 

class-consciousness and is sceptical that they will reap the fruits of their labour, an exploitative truth 

of capitalism. 'You think we're going to end up here? They're going to put the rich people here. 

Politicians and pro athletes.'61 This shows the workers as not being appropriately rewarded for their 

labour. It also encourages a reader to ask why there are rich and poor, famous and un-famous, 

politicians and constituencies, in a world over-run with deadly monsters? The ironic reliance of the 

human race on class structures and hierarchy is satirized here and for example, can speak to debates 

surrounding refugees and immigrants. The presence of the monstrous makes the scenario so 

hyperbolic, that the imposition of class and status seem ridiculous. A reader is forced to see elements 

of this ridiculous hyperbolic in the current society. Zone One speculates what determines our 

existence even in crisis.  

    Jemisin uses the monster’s ability to critique elements of human existence.62 Jemisin's monster and 

its many faces is a criticism of inequality and divisions. She uses her monster to critique deliberate 

political and social divisions and disparities, one of these is class. The Woman in White's attempts to 

destroy the city are classist and fiscally exclusionary, as she uses money and power against those that 

do not have such. Better New York Foundation, under the influence of the monster, ‘claimed 

ownership of Brooklyn’s brownstone’63 forcefully evicting families for ‘luxury living.’64 The monster 

taking the shape of rich white gentrifiers, and the association between cruel power and money does 

not go unnoticed. Money is used almost as the monster’s superpower, linking fantasy and reality, and 

exploring the complete power that money can grant. Linking money and power critiques the classist 

 
61 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 72. 
62 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous.   
63 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 358.  
64 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 356.  
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reality of a society that functions in this way. Exploring money granting an almost fantastical amount 

of power, the monster comments on societal structures favouring and being wholly influenced the 

rich.  
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4. The Monsters’ Exploration of Race 

    Jess Hurley takes the zombie-monsters’ association with the 'undesirable' working and underclass 

further and examines the underclass as regularly coded as non-white.65 When examined or coded as 

non-white, the zombie can be used to explore racial dynamics and tensions. Hurley sees the zombie as 

displaying a dynamic interplay between ‘human and inhuman’ that reanimates ‘the tension between 

whiteness and blackness’,66 for literal and metaphorical space. Throughout history, groups have been 

framed as animalistic, non-human, and monstrous to justify their extermination and removal. Framing 

the undesirable as monsters and inhuman makes the plot of Zone One poignant in looking at 

genocides and exterminations in present and history. In Zone One, the sweepers are clearing a space 

that they want to inhabit. If the sweepers clearing the city had empathy or relation with the skels, they 

wouldn’t be able to carry out what they do. Exterminating the monster is justifiable if they remain the 

savage monster. 

    Canavan sees the zombie monster as representative of ‘non-white life…anti-life…hopelessly 

other.’67 This and its legacy of genocide make it examinable as a figure of those racially othered. 

Mbembe argues that for states and peoples affected by colonialism, the violence of the colonial 

project is eternal in the ‘Post Colony’.68 I believe that the zombie monster allows for an examination 

of the post-colony, involving it in racial and political theory. The Post Colony is governed by 

‘Necropolitics’.69 a rule characterized by death and destruction. Mbembe argues that the colonized 

will forever be suspended in their own personal dystopia, or ‘Post Colony, even after the initial 

violence because they have been so extremely uprooted, destroyed, or abused. As a representative of 

'non-white' life, I believe that the zombie can be used as a metaphor of the treatment of the colonized. 

Such states are described as places 'in which vast populations are subjected to conditions of life 

 
65 Hurley, Jessica, ‘History is What Bites: Zombies, Race, and the Limits of Biopower in Colson Whitehead’s 

Zone One’, Extrapolation, 56.3 (2015) 311–333 (p. 63) < https://doi.org/10.3828/EXTR.2015.17> [accessed 20 

October 2021]. 
66 Hurley, ‘History is What Bites’, p. 63.  
67 Gerry Canavan, ‘We Are the Walking Dead”: Race, Time, and Survival in Zombie Narrative’ Extrapolation, 

51.3 (2010) 431–453 (p. 272) <10.3828/extr.2010.51.3.7.> [accessed 9th November 2021]. 
68 Mbembe, ‘On the Post colony’. 
69 Achille Mbembe, ‘Necropolitics’, Public Culture, 15. 1, (2003), 11-40. 
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conferring upon them the status of the living dead.'70 Through this, the self in the post colony has a 

sort of zombie existence because, accepting imminent but un-forewarned death, the subject lives in a 

half-life. 

    Necropolitical states also render their subjects’ physicality and psychology disposable. In a sort of 

zombie existence, the subject of a necropolitical state is reduced to how it can benefit the trajectory of 

the state. Like how Dendle sees the zombie, the subject too is ‘reduced to a body…to basic motor 

functions.’71 Due to the states being left in ruin and corrupt chaos from colonial rule and created 

divisions, bodies are used as tools for war and political gain without autonomy and the right to 

themselves. Psychologically, those that escape the necropolitical states left in war and corruption by 

the colonial project, are still alienated from the self through loss of ancestry, exclusion and diaspora. 

Like the colonized subject-self ‘no longer recognises itself’,72 the zombie is removed from its identity. 

The zombie stands as a figure of this alienated self, between life and non-life, and self and non-self. In 

Zone One, the skels are humanized but never fully, ‘they all looked like someone he had known or 

loved,’73 but they remain just outside the language of the human characters as 'things'. 'These things 

might have been someone he knew, not-quites and almost-could-be's'74 summarizes the almost-ness of 

the zombies. They will always remain just outside of humanness, as Canavan describes ‘hopelessly 

other’. The ‘resemblance’ of their humanness will always be ‘converted to red mist’75 as they are 

exterminated for their otherness. The zombie, therefore, stands as a figure of the alienated and 

exploited racial other.  

    Alternatively, the zombie monstrous can represent an optimistic view of race relations. The 

presence of the zombie can create a post-racial, united world. For example, Mark being ‘black’76 

being revealed at the end is puzzled over by critics as it is un-important until this moment, but 

 
70 Mbembe, ‘Necropolitics’, p. 40. 
71 Dendle, ‘The Zombie as a Barometer of Cultural Anxiety’, p.48. 
72 Achille Mbembe, ‘Life, Sovereignty and Terror in the Fiction of Amos Tutuola’, Research in African 

Literatures, 34. 4, (Winter, 2003), 1-26, p. 241.  
73 Whitehead, Zone One, p.14. 
74 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 16.  
75 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 16.  
76 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 231 
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nonetheless mentioned.77 Zone One uses the monstrous to speculate on what humans can and will 

leave behind or take with them when they no longer own the world. Mark seems unsure regarding the 

place that racism has in this new world. He wonders ‘would the bigotries be reborn?’78 will they 

‘reanimate prejudice?’79 Sorenson sees the text as a reflection on the 'possible future of race 

relations'80 in the face of more pressing issues. This passage seems to capture the text's relation to 

speculation on the racial relationships of the future. It asks can, and will, we leave racism behind as 

the real monstrous of climate change, economic disaster, and poverty become more important than 

senseless prejudice? The zombie creates a post-racial world because of the uniting factor of the 

monster's presence. Divisions between races become unimportant. There is only the binary of monster 

and non-monster, so divisions within the non-monstrous (humans) become benign. In The Walking 

Dead, a racist character, Merle, is challenged by Rick, on how the presence of the zombie must now 

change humanity's view of each other, 'Things are different now. There are no 'n******' anymore. No 

dumb-as-shit inbred white-trash fools either. Only dark meat and white meat…we survive by pulling 

together.’81 The zombie monster is a useful tool to explain this attitude towards race. In the eyes of the 

skel or the zombie, everyone is meat and is treated equally as such. When the survivors look at the 

zombies, who they were before is redundant; they are treated equally as the monster. In a world 

shared with the monstrous, there is no space for preference or prejudice, for example, Mark, Kaitlyn, 

and Gary, all come from different cultural backgrounds. Further creating a uniting effect, the 

monstrous also plunges the experience of the unoppressed into the historical and present experience of 

the colonized subject. The unoppressed are suddenly at risk from violence out of their control. In this 

way, the monster allows 'perspectives to be adopted'.82 Facing the monstrous the unoppressed enters a 

sort of post-colonial experience where they are at immediate threat for reasons outside their control. 

 
77 Strombeck, ‘Zone One’s Reanimation of 1970’s New York’, p. 274. 
78 Whitehead, Zone One, p.231.  
79 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 231. 
80 Sorenson, ‘Against the Post-Apocalyptic’, p.560 
81 ‘Guts’, The Walking Dead, HBO, online series, Amazon Prime, November 7 2010, 

<https://www.amazon.co.uk/Guts/dp/B00ET0FZIE/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2ZYJPZ57GCWX6&keywords=guts+walk

ing+dead&qid=1649154835&s=instant-video&sprefix=guts+walking+dead%2Cinstant-video%2C100&sr=1-1> 

[accessed 27 December 2021]. 
82 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p.1.   
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In this way, the monster equalizes and inspires empathy. The monstrous and the dangers it poses can 

therefore be significant in an optimistic sense because it requires the pulling together of a society.  

    The monster is significant as an 'amalgamation of the features that make the world uncomfortable 

to live in.'83 Jemisin uses her monster to draw attention to the features that make the world 

uncomfortable for those who suffer from structures of oppression. She writes hatred, racism and 

xenophobia into her monster, features that prevent certain groups from being comfortable. When 

channelled by political movements for example, these ideologies are dangerous and lead to violence, 

and Jemisin channels them in her monster. Through the text, the monster's innate danger is imposed 

onto abstracts such as hatred and racism. The concepts are made monstrous through this association, 

showing ideologies and attitudes are just as harmful as 'in the flesh' monsters. Jemisin uses her 

amalgamate monster to warn against giving hatred power in the most understandable metaphor 

available: the monstrous. Jemisin has previously spoken on how ‘I see groups of people who never 

really struggled or suffered before expressing exhaustion with life under Trump and frustration with 

the constant uncertainty, and I’m kind of like ‘well, welcome to what it feels like to be us.’84 Her 

monster seems to be a magnified metaphor of ‘this is how it feels to be us’, as she uses the widely 

known associations of the monstrous and links them to private experiences of racism. She takes the 

struggles of marginalized groups and imagines they threatened everyone. An ever-present dangerous 

threat can only be understood by the unoppressed in fantasy or dystopia, so the monster functions as 

an empathetic tool. The function of Jemisin’s fantasy monster, when examined racially, is to draw 

attention to realities. 

    The racial significance of Jemisin’s monster is made overt by directly referencing the work of H.P 

Lovecraft, a famous racist and xenophobic.85 Christian Holub sees that the ‘otherworldly threat facing 

New York resembles both Lovecraft’s work and his life.'86 The tentacled alien is aesthetically 

 
83 Scott, Monsters and the Monstrous, p. 5. 
84 Hurley, ‘An Interview With N.K Jemisin’, p. 471. 
85 Wes, House, ‘We Can’t Ignore H.P. Lovecraft’s White Supremacy Lovecraftian Narratives of Race Persist in 

Contemporary Politics’, Literary Hub, <https://lithub.com/we-cant-ignore-h-p-lovecrafts-white-supremacy/> 

[accessed 16th January 2021]. 
86 Holub, ‘How N.K. Jemisin's The City We Became Came to Be’. 
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Lovecraftian, but the monster represents his legacy and beliefs. His presence looms in the novel, 

further associating Jemisin’s monster with racial dynamics. M.J. Loos writes that Lovecraft’s white 

supremacy is unignorable, drawing attention to his outward belief that ‘racial mixture’ in cities would 

‘lower the result of a nation’87. The Woman in White, part of Jemisin’s monster, who is always 

racially white with a ‘more-Aryan-than-thou aesthetic’,88 is the in-text voice of Lovecraft. She tells 

the Staten Island avatar that ‘Lovecraft was right’ as she shudders and recalls the combining of 

cultures in New York, ‘your cities start bringing multiple universes together, and once a few breaches 

have occurred, why, the whole structure of existence is weakened.’89 This translates Lovecraft’s 

warnings into sci-fi. The ‘universe’ collapses instead of a nation, but the warning is the same. Jemisin 

herself says that she had ‘read some of his letters where you can see him just being horrifically racist, 

using the same language to refer to people in New York City the same way he refers to the Great Old 

Ones and Nyarlathotep.’90 Jemisin inverts the monster’s significance. Lovecraft looked at the non-

whites of Brooklyn where he lived and had 'visions of the demonic',91 thus writing them into his 

monsters. Jemisin inverts this and writes the demonic as racism, classism, and xenophobia. Whilst 

Lovecraft wrote his hatred into them, Jemisin codes them as the hatred in Lovecraft. When previously 

the monsters were the minorities, the monster is now the people that demonised them in the first 

place. Both authors, however, are united in using the monstrous to represent what they believe to be 

dangerous to society, and what makes their world ‘uncomfortable’.  

    Jemisin’s monster explores the forms and manifestations of modern racism. She creates ‘fictional 

worlds…to produce profound meditations on the nature of power (and) violence.’92  Key elements in 

her plot are factual and support the notion that the monster metaphor holds a mirror to reality. 'Better 

 
87 M.J Loos ‘Staying with Lovecraft’s Trouble: Affirmation as an Alternative Approach to Lovecraft’s Legacy 

of Racism’ (unpublished thesis, Uchrect University Repository, 2021) p. 21 

<https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/405455> [accessed 15 January 2022]. 
88 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 233. 
89 Jemisin, The City We Became, pp. 341-2. 
90  Holub, ‘How N.K. Jemisin's The City We Became Came to Be’. 
91 Tochi Onyebuchi, ‘Greatest City On Earth: The City We Became by N. K. Jemisin’, Tor.com, 

<https://www.tor.com/2020/03/24/greatest-city-on-earth-the-city-we-became-by-n-k-jemisin/ > [accessed 13 

October 2021]. 
92 Hurley, ‘An Interview With N.K Jemisin’, p. 467. 
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New York Foundation', sponsored by the Woman in White, echoes Trump's campaign characterized 

by similar slogans such as 'Save America.'93 Both use money and power to reduce non-white culture 

and experiences. The Proud Men of New York’s chant ‘It’s okay to be a white man’,94 tackles the 

anxiety surrounding white erasure that is an excuse for, and a product of racism. The 'Proud Men of 

New York’ in response to 'New York Pride', is similar to 'Blue Lives Matter' in response to 'Black 

Lives Matter'95. Such sentiments believe that minority groups seeking equality is overindulgent and 

will result in the oppression and erasure of those holding political or majority power. Another 

example of this is the rage when Bronca refuses the racialized torture porn for her gallery met with a 

narrative of ‘why does @Bronxart hate white men.’96 This narrative of erasure and defending 

whiteness is a growing feature and argument in racist ideology, and this is explored and reflected 

through Jemisin’s monster.   

   Jemisin monster also explores racism by creating a commentary on the power of hatred and the rise 

of the new far-right. It is pertinent that Aislyn, an Irish American bigot with a racist father that is the 

avatar of the solitary Staten Island, is the only avatar that succumbs to the divisive propaganda of the 

Woman in White. Jemisin uses Aislyn and her relationship with the monster to explore characteristics 

of racism and racists. Louis Theroux explores this new far-right as populated by isolated individuals 

who find community and passion in groups and leaders that exploit and aggravate their previously 

unchanneled anger at the world.97 Jemisin and Theroux explore the sense of belonging created by 

being part of an exclusive group or movement. Aislyn’s confession of being so ‘antagonizingly 

lonely, and the Woman has begun to feel something like a friend’,98 speaks to the sense of community 

found in hate groups. Indoctrination from a young age is also explored as a factor in racism. Aislyn’s 

father, a policeman, discloses his racism with his daughter, ‘pretty accurate to how her father 

 
93 Donald Trump Official Site, About, <https://www.donaldjtrump.com/about> [accessed 16 March 2022].  
94 Whitehead, The City We Became, p. 379.  
95 Blue Lives Matter, About Us, <https://archive.bluelivesmatter.blue/organization/> [accessed 16 March 2022]. 
96 Jemisin, The City We Became, p.242.  
97 ‘Extreme and Online’, Louis Theroux’s Forbidden America, BBC series, BBC iPlayer, 13 February 2022 

<https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0014khc/louis-therouxs-forbidden-america-series-1-1-extreme-and-

online> [accessed 2 March 2022].  
98 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 334.  
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describes Brooklyn: full of criminals and scary foreigners, and gangs of foreigners being criminal.’99. 

There are multitudes of evidence in the text that whilst the monster is fictional, what it represents is 

not. This monster of racism is living and present in the people of the city. By using citizens, public 

servants and people with monetary power as mouthpieces or associates of the monster, Jemisin uses 

her monster to explore how racism in America manifests in the modern day.  

    The multiple avatars collaborate and save the city through their unity. Each avatar represents a 

borough of New York. They each come from different cultures and look and act differently. 

‘Definitively black’ New York,100 ‘non-white’ Manhattan,101 Staten Island a ‘white girl’,102 and the 

Bronx a ‘brown-skinned Indian with a dyke cut’103, to name a few, embody the essential diversity of 

New York. Their collaboration directly challenges Lovecraft’s villainization of cultural and racial 

mixing. Jemisin critiques the genres and history’s centring of the ‘white male protagonist’.104 By 

removing the white male from the protagonist-saviour role she makes a commentary on the fact that 

‘it’s people who cooperate that survive…altruism and community are what help get you through’105 

instead of egoism or discrimination. With the heroes of the text being from minority groups and 

collaborating across cultures, Jemisin directly challenges and inverts the racist and classist attitude 

that she has written into her monster. The Woman in White answers with a definitive ‘no’ when 

Aislyn asked her ‘can we all coexist?’,106 but the avatars and the text prove her wrong. The very thing 

that Lovecraft and his legacy saw as destructive, saves New York. Jemisin's monstrous conveys the 

message that multiple cultures are an integral part of a city’s tapestry even if some people prefer to 

treat them as intruders. The monster is destroyed by what it wanted to prevent, and the avatars reclaim 

what has been vilified.  

 

 
99 Jemisin The City We Became, p. 93.  
100 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 2.  
101 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 31.  
102 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 94. 
103 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 159 
104 Hurley, ‘An Interview With N.K Jemisin’, p. 469.  
105 Hurley, ‘An Interview With N.K Jemisin’, p. 469.  
106 Jemisin, The City We Became, p. 393.  
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Conclusion 

    As I have explored, the monster and concepts of monstrous characteristics hold strong metaphorical 

and representative power. This reading of the monstrous has been predominantly informed by 

criticism that sees the monster-metaphor as a demonstrative tool that reflects and critiques human 

existence.107 Such criticism has expanded the significance of the monster metaphor and allowed it to 

be examined as a reflective tool. Using this, I have been able to argue and demonstrate the range of 

ways that the monstrous and its associations can be used as a literary or even political device. I have 

examined its specific uses and achievements in the studied texts. 

    The monstrous' literal position as a figure of terror means it warns of, and critiques, its associated 

concepts. Hence, anything that is associated with or coded into the monstrous is immediately under 

critical exploration. I have shown that the monstrous’ association with threat and destruction, 

combined with its license for hyperbole, facilitates a narrative sentiment of warning or caution 

through apocalypse and dystopia. Criticism of the 'hybridity'108 of the human and the monster, as well 

the monster’s characteristics of wickedness and cruelty109 allowed me to explore the monstrous as a 

representation of the human. Using this, the texts tackle how the monster can be a figure of human 

vice and the presence of inhuman characteristics within the human. Their ‘realness’ allows them to 

examine externally something that is usually within, concealed, or non-physical. ‘Otherness’ and the 

results of such are also explored through the monstrous and how it is written or perceived by 

characters. I have continually examined how the monster and its unpleasant nature is a vehicle of 

subjective flaws in society. Therefore, the monstrous, despite its fantasy definiton, partakes in a 

sophisticated discussion of concepts such as racism, critique of economic models and classism.  

    Scott’s definition of the monstrous as a figure of discomfort, and the continual critical trend of the 

monster as a harbouring figure of human fear have strongly influenced my arguments.110 Considering 

this, each examination of the monster has considered how the authors use the monstrous to write 

 
107 Scott, Monsters and The Monstrous. 
108 Cohen, Monster Theory, p. xi. 
109 ‘Monster’, OED Online.  
110 Scott, Monsters and The Monstrous. 
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about distress born from a societal context. Jemisin warns against the power of hatred, and Whitehead 

writes about the unreliability of institutions and societal structures. As I explored through examining 

the texts alongside their contexts, I have proved that the monster is a gauge of contextual and cultural 

anxieties due to its innate capability to create distress. Therefore, the monstrous is culturally as well as 

literarily significant. Linking the two shows the monstrous a symptom and reflection of the society 

that spawns it. Because of this, the monstrous can be used to navigate specific world events through 

the way that monsters change between places and time. I have proven that the depiction of the 

monsters in the text consistently models something non-fictional. This project has intended to answer 

to our fascination with, and continual consumption and creation of, the monster figure. I have 

concluded that fascination and fear inspired by the monster relates to how the reader can relate the 

monster to something nonfictional. The horror of the monstrous is immediately related to how it 

makes visible what we wish to ignore. I hope to have proven how the texts make visible ‘the 

monstrous we overlook everyday.’111 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
111 Whitehead, Zone One, p. 239.  
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